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Abstract
Providing material in the forms of task in collaborative teaching and learning process is one way in tapping the potential of the student's ability both on the cognitive, affective or psychomotoric trait. The task material provided in this collaborative learning is to foster a dialogical situation, communicative atmosphere, mutual listening and learning among students. The material itself is an obligatory task which is in accordance with the capacity of each student. Material assignments or tasks in the learning process is not only as an evaluation tool but also as a tool triggering the implementation of the teaching procedures to deliver real results that makes the students understand and learn the actual learning. Therefore, the level of task must be considered to obtain real change for each student learning.
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INTRODUCTION

Collaborative learning may have often we hear and we apply in the teaching and learning process. Collaborative learning for 100 years has been the central feature in the application of learning-based Lesson Study in Japan. According to Manabu (2014), collaborative learning is principally the essence of learning because in reality there is no learning which is done individually may be accomplished. Collaborative learning provide students a right to learn in which students were present in the learning process to get progress in learning and to bring the expected results.

Lots of research results found that collaborative learning provides significant impact on student learning outcomes and learning in general. Fauzi (2013) found that students increased the ability of critical thinking in math after getting collaborative learning model. In line with Fauzi, Agustina (2007) found that the model of collaborative learning with problem solving approach in the course of Accounting Theory is very effective in improving student learning achievement. Results of other studies also provide findings that are very typical to the effectiveness of collaborative learning. Yahya (2011) revealed that the teaching model of collaboration can have positive influence on achievement, interest, attention, and participation, motivation to Students learning process.

From the findings of the previous studies, it can be concluded that collaborative learning using varying methods and areas of study in general is able to give a good impact on student learning outcomes. The dynamics of learning in class is more cohesive and alive. Teachers play an active role as a facilitator where they function properly. Informal assessment process can be implemented and carried out by teachers with the availability rubric that has been made.
However, on collaborative based learning methods applied principally lead to traits that reveal aspects of the method of collectivity, collaboration or teamwork, and group or grouping. Discussion method, role play, and so forth are the examples. In delivering learning materials we often plan to focus on the selection of appropriate methods for the learning process run in accordance with the achievement of the expected goals. This situation is very common and indeed deserve attention because it involves how learning steps starting from the opening until the closing is carried out.

Learning method also can not be separated from the other supporting factors that can liven up the atmosphere of learning more lively and foster positive interactions between students and teachers. One of very helpful in supporting the learning process with a collaborative approach especially in Lesson Study is to provide the material assignments in the assessment framework or with any other purpose that could bring the classroom atmosphere more dialogic and communicative among students. This task or assignment is commonly popular with what so called ‘exercises’. Providing exercises here is made as part of the learning process or a main core and not merely as a means of evaluation or assessment.

In the context of collaborative learning, the existence of the task or material exercises are important in order to stimulate students to think, communicate and collaborate. Collaborative side will appear at practice when this task is delivered to the student and the teacher's role as a motivator and facilitator will be apparent. At this stage the teacher will listen and watch on the process of collaborative interaction between groups and students in the group. Giving the task of this exercise must pay attention to the level of the task in order to make students feel capable, challenged and to think hard with his group.

Masaaki (2012) claimed that when student is facing a challenge or subject matter or issue and then exchanged opinions among one with the other students collaboratively they have shown mutual appreciation of each other's company. This indicates that the material or the problems given by the teacher will be responded critically and tried very hard by students to solve it. Manabu (2014) stated that there are two tasks that need to be served as exercises when they want to have the process of collaborative learning and higher order thinking occur. They are Sharing Task and Task Jumping.

Sharing task is a task which form the task within students’ level or students still can reach to work on it. This means that the task material can be understood by approximately 50% of the students. In this case they are able to do it. Meanwhile Jumping task is a task in which the material is a bit difficult. The level can be somewhat difficult. This type of task is given with an intention that students can think more critically and challenged so that students will experience ‘leap’ of learning to push them to think harder and to get something out of what is learned. Manabu (2014) revealed that by carrying out or providing collaborative learning that are appropriate to the level of students, the students are capable of above-average or even
higher will be running in place.

In its application, the two stages of this task are presented on its core activities where the learning process is ongoing. So that the teacher actually acts as a facilitator while students in groups and collaboratively do a discussion, build a dialogue and listen to each other to focus the mind on an issue or a given task. Sharing Task given a few moments after a teacher doing a review or a brainstorming in starting the learning process. Each student is given the time that has been set by the teacher to collaborate with students within their groups discussing the contents of the task. In the process, the students really have a dialogue, listen to each other or interact with each other. For those students who are below the average will feel confused or face difficulty in doing or understanding the contents of the task. But for students who are above average or even smart will find it easy to do. Here then the learning process of mutual benefit occur both for students below average or above the average.

The advantage here is that smart students will help students who are not in completing the task. Sometimes students will find it easier to understand when their friends explaining the material that they do not understand. At first glance we think that it is beneficial for students who are disadvantaged because they get an explanation of affluent students. However, the fact that the helper or students who help other students to explain the material are able to obtain benefit too. They become 'teachers' for the under average students and it gives them very strong and long lasting memory on that particular topic/issue that later can be recalled in collaborative situations. So they feel that this is their way of learning to recall basic knowledge from such sharing task.

On the level of Jumping task, each student is given the task or exercise in the form of questions or other forms where its level is much higher than sharing task. This task is presented in the second period after the teacher discusses the exercises on sharing the task. Collaborative learning using exercises on jumping material will benefit both the students who are considered as having below average competence and those who are on higher competence or ability. Low-ability students will gain a better learning leap that is process of learning which begins from 'development' to 'basic' not on the other way around where students all of the time obtain learning process from basic to development (Manabu: 2014).

Deriving from the characteristics of the two types of the tasks above, theory or approach proposed by Vygotsky called the Zone of Proximal Development become a reference to the provision of this leveling task. The theory reveals that learning is occurring when students handling tasks that have not been studied, but these tasks are still within the range of students’ ability or the tasks are still within their zone of
proximal development.

Zone of proximal development is the zone between the actual development level and the level of potential development. The level of actual development is seen from a child's ability in completing assignments independently. While the level of potential development is viewed from a child's ability to complete the task or solve the problem with the help of an adult. When included in the ZPD, then the child may actually be, but it would be optimal if an adult knows better, helping to achieve the level of actual development.
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Vygotsky Specifically argued that peers also have an important effect on a child's cognitive development, collaborative group work seemed to accelerate the development of children. So the purpose of ZPD is focused on social interaction that this will be able to facilitate the development of children. When students do their task on their own at schools, their development is likely to be slow. To maximize the development, students should be working with more skilled friends who can lead systematically to solve more complex problems.

Furthermore, Vygotsky stated, every human being has potential, and that potential can be actualized with mastery learning, but there is a gray area between potential and actualization. "Teachers are obliged to make the gray areas to be actualized by doing collaborative learning. In more general, there are three areas that can be categorized here. They are "can not yet do", "can do with help", and "can do alone" area. ZPD is in the area of "can do with help", this area is not a permanent area, the key is to attract learners into a "can do alone" from that zone by collaborative manner.

Both task levels especially jumping task can facilitate and accommodate this ZPD theory. This is because through its process the contribution given is able to make the students change the level of understanding. Students who are below average or low level will experience inverse learning process that is from 'development' down to 'base'. This condition implicitly means that the low-ability students will receive instructional materials more easily when the presentation of the material is not presented in rambling way (Sato, 2012). In other words as what Sato claims, the jumping task prepares for authentic learning, enhanced discourse community and ample opportunities for scaffolding for slow learners. Finally, through jumping task students are challenged and engaged in learning. Students might jump from actual development level to potential development level (Supriatna and Hendrayana, 2016).

Meanwhile, concerning with the sharing task, this type of task goes in line with ZPD theory where learners will not be lonely since they can work with their peers especially
through collaborative learning. Supriatna and Hendrayana (2016) suggest that through Sharing task student is not lonely anymore. They get attention from others and could learn from others as well. This becomes a key for reflection for teachers to do further and necessary action for a change as an alternative way to plan learning process.
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